Outdoor living
is your passion.
OURS, TOO.

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing

timbertech.com

Why TimberTech?
Life’s different out here. One step through the door and you feel it. It’s more personal, less stressful. Away from the TV and video
games. Where talking takes place over texting, nature provides the backdrop, and neighbors are welcome to sit a spell. As comfortable
for lazy Sunday coffee as it is for a crazy Saturday cookout. And more moments are likely to be memories.
We get it. It’s why we’re a leading innovator in composite decking – and have been for years. Day after day, we imagine unrivaled
combinations of colors, styles and mix-and-match options – then bring them to life. All to help you create a space that’s as beautiful as
it is functional – and as easy to design as it is to care for.
The ultimate in low-maintenance living – with a 25-year warranty that proves our dedication to perfection.

High-performance decking. Low-maintenance living. It’s our passion.
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CAPPED c om p osite

Earthwood
Evolutions
T R O P I C A L – N AT UR A L – T E RR A I N

1
2

Polymer-Protected Composite Decking
Nirvana. Now available in eight heavenly hues. Earthwood Evolutions elevates your outdoor lifestyle – and scratch, stain
and fade resistance – to a whole new level. Capped with a fully protective polymer shell with HydroLock™ technology, it’s practically
impervious to the elements and accidents that every deck endures. Surround yourself in warm hardwood style and authentic
variegated graining in three soothing color collections. Inspired by nature – improved by science – and backed with an additional
25-Year Fade and Stain Warranty for total peace of mind.

DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in Slate
RAILING: RadianceRail in Coastal White with composite
balusters and DeckLites
1–O
 ur DeckLites aren’t just to use on railings.
They also can be added to benches, steps,
planters and more for safety and style.
2–C
 reate a unique area with benches and planter
boxes. Finish off bench legs with RadianceRail
post covers for a coordinated look.
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CAPPED c om p osite

Earthwood
Evolutions

1

DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in
Pacific Rosewood
RAILING: RadianceRail in Traditional Walnut
and Classic Black with composite balusters
1– C
 onsider creating bumped-out reading
nooks, stepped-up dining areas or a lookout platform on your deck to create various
‘rooms’ in your outdoor living space.

TROPICAL
pacific
rosewood

A sun-soaked spectrum of tropical tones evokes the atmosphere of a beach-side,
ocean-view retreat. Organic streaking creates an authentic grain pattern, inviting you
to relax and enjoy your personal tropical paradise.

pacific
teak

Pacific
Walnut
timbertech.com
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CAPPED c om p osite

Earthwood
Evolutions
2

1
2
DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in
Brown Oak and Silver Maple
1 – Even small spaces can be beautiful and
low-maintenance with affordable decking
options like our Terrain Collection.
2 – F or plants that pop, make glass
terrariums filled with moss, ivy and
stones. If the weather gets chilly,
they’ll still flourish indoors!

DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in Brick
and Brownstone
RAILING: RadianceRail in Coastal White
with metal balusters and DeckLites
1– T
 ake your pick of railing infills –
metal or composite balusters or
cable with our versatile RadianceRail
and Evolutions Rail systems.

1

2– O
 ur VertiGrain™ surface won’t trap
dirt or dust, allowing for quick and easy
surface cleaning.

NATUR AL
brick

From rich, rustic, red-tinged Brick to the cool, soothing shade of Slate, these popular
architectural colors blend beautifully – alone or combined – with any landscape to
comfortably complement any home, from historical to contemporary.

brownstone

slate

TERR AIN
brown oak

The timeless appeal of the earthy tones in Brown Oak and Silver Maple makes for
captivating choices. The natural beauty beckons and inspires you to simply, sit awhile.

silver maple

timbertech.com
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P VC

XLM

Premium PVC Decking

T R O P I C A L – N AT UR A L

So this is what stress-free feels like. XLM decking is engineered from premium PVC – so you’re guaranteed the ultimate in
scratch, mildew and stain resistance. Our Flat Grain surface pattern comes in two stylish color collections, each with a 25-year
limited warranty. That means you can feel good about its look through years of high traffic and hard weather. So, put your feet up or
let your hair down? The choice is yours.

1

DECKING: XLM in Walnut Grove
RAILING: RadianceRail in Antique White with composite balusters
1–X
 LM meets California State Fire Marshal and

2

San Diego County requirements for use in
Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) Areas.
2 – XLM planks do not require pre-drilling.
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P VC

XLM
1

2
1
2
DECKING: XLM in Harvest Bronze
and Walnut Grove
RAILING: RadianceRail in Traditional Walnut
with metal balusters

DECKING: XLM in RiverRock

1– X
 LM’s unparalleled mildew resistance
makes it great for near-water applications,
pools and spas.

1 – F or a clean finish, trim your deck
with color-coordinated fascia and stair riser.

2 – If your deck overlooks the water, don’t
shy away from nautical touches. Subtle
red stripes really anchor the look.

TROPICAL
HARBOR STONE

HARVEST BRONZE

2– N
 ot much of a green thumb?
No worries – plant ornamental grasses
and succulents that can weather drought
and neglect while still looking great.

These appealing hues bring out the exotic beauty in all of your surroundings – from
grass to gardens, woods to water. Choose from the light and airy aesthetic of Harbor
Stone all the way to the striking, deep tones of Walnut Grove.

RUSTIC BARK

WALNUT GROVE

NATUR AL
mountain cedar

Pure, earthy and subdued, this collection of tones blends harmoniously with your
environment – giving you freedom to design and complement your space with a
broad range of primary colors and tones.

riverrock

sandridge

timbertech.com
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COMPOSITE

TRADITIONS
TWINFINISH – RELIABOARD – DOCKSIDER

Traditional Wood-Plastic Composite Decking
Your own private getaway. No need for a secluded island. Not when you’re surrounded by all the natural beauty of traditional
composites – right outside your doorstep. These practical decking options are designed for the value-conscious customer, whether
you’re looking for beautiful, slip-resistant surfaces or a lifetime of low maintenance. Say goodbye to painting, sealing and staining.
Say hello to the good life.

2

DECKING: TwinFinish in Cedar
1–G
 ive your deck fastener-free beauty and
safety with CONCEALoc® hidden fasteners
and TimberTech Cortex® fastener plugs for

1

perimeter boards and stairs.
2–K
 eep the sun at bay with umbrellas, decorative
trees and awnings – so you can enjoy your deck
in any weather.
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COMPOSITE

TRADITIONS

CEDAR

grey

REDWOOD

T W INFINISH

Designed for versatility and expression – with the top side displaying our authentic,
slip-resistant VertiGrain surface, and the bottom a serrated texture that’s ideal for
contrasting accents, built-ins, benches and boxes.
Shown in Grey with Ornamental Rail and DeckLites

cedar

RELIABOARD
DOCKS IDER

grey

Value-conscious homeowners choose ReliaBoard for its traditional, wood-like look
and worry-free low maintenance. With such a surprisingly affordable alternative,
there’s simply no reason to settle for staining, sealing, splinters and annual upkeep.
Shown in Cedar with RadianceRail and DeckLites

Perfect for heavy-use public places like theme parks, stadiums and hotels. Its robust,
splinter-free surface and unique, 24-inch on-center span deliver decades of durable,
low-maintenance performance. Whether it’s a backyard deck, a yacht club marina or
a seaside boardwalk – DockSider offers a clearly superior alternative.
Shown in Cedar

CEDAR

grey
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Lighting and

RAILing

Complements your deck.

Complements your style.
Contemporary or traditional? Classic or cutting-edge? A stunning outdoor oasis may start with the decking, but your harmonious
choice of railing and lighting is what really lets your personal style shine through. That’s why we’ve created the most extensive – and the
most versatile – collection of options you can consider. From our new, clean, modern lines and sleek steel cables to timeless forms with
sturdy, palpable presence, you select the perfect pairing – then graciously await the compliments.

2

1
DECKING: ReliaBoard in Cedar
RAILING: RadianceRail in Traditional Walnut
with composite balusters and DeckLites
1 – O ur wide selection of railing styles, colors and infills is
best in the industry and offers many low-maintenance,
safe and beautiful options to choose from.
2 – D eckLites are designed to be precisely integrated into
TimberTech railing systems for maximum style and safety.

DECKING
| railing || lighting
| fastening
| fencing
decking
| railing
lighting
| fastening
| fencing

timbertech.com
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Lighting and

RAILing

DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in
Pacific Rosewood
RAILING: Evolutions Rail Contemporary Style
in Brick with cable infill
1 – Contemporary CableRail® designed by Feeney
Architectural Systems® is available is available
for our Evolutions Rail and RadianceRail systems.

1

E vo l u tio n s

E vo l u tio n s

contemporary

builder

High-style, modern aesthetics meet low-maintenance sensibility. Our new Evolutions Rail

Some simply love the dramatic lines – others appreciate a practical place to set drinks

is a composite railing system that features a sleek, continuous top rail – uninterrupted

or small plates. Designed for budget-conscious homeowners, Evolutions Rail Builder

by posts – and ingeniously designed to accommodate your choice of three dramatic

Style offers the same clean, flat, continuous top rail design in an affordable alternative

infill options: contemporary steel cable, metal or composite balusters.

with metal infill.

CLASSIC BLACK

BRICK

Traditional
walnut

CLASSIC BLACK

BRICK

not shown

Traditional
walnut

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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Lighting and

RAILing

DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in Pacific Walnut
RAILING: RadianceRail in Classic Black
with cable infill
1 – CableRail offers the maximum view through
the rail, leaving your scenic surroundings
unobstructed.

1

1

DECKING: Earthwood Evolutions in Brownstone
RAILING: RadianceRail Express in Traditional
Walnut and Classic Black with composite
balusters and DeckLites
1 – RadianceRail Express offers best-in-class value
with the ability to install at 45-degree angles
without overhanging the post.

radiancerail

radiancerail EXpress

Smooth lines. Classic colors. Visible elegance. Invisible hardware. Our most popular railing adds a distinctive profile

Specifically designed to allow quick, easy installation, RadianceRail Express offers a high-quality, capped composite

and sturdy, high-end presence to any deck. And now, with seven colors and three infill options – including sleek,

railing system with a solid feel that looks like painted wood at a surprisingly affordable price.

contemporary steel cable – you can mix and match in myriad combinations to suit your style. Add our seamlessly
integrated DeckLites lighting system or create custom curves to match virtually any deck shape.

riverrock

Antique
white

classic
black

Mountain
cedar

coastal
white

sandridge

traditional
walnut

classic black

Coastal white

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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Lighting and

RAILing

BuilderRail

ornamental RAIL

curved r ailing

Purposeful versatility – maximum view. Whether you want to see

Classic form. Gracious presence. Ornamental Rail offers a timeless

Decks aren’t limited to straight, geometric lines anymore, and

TimberTech gates are code-compliant for use with swimming pools

more of your deck’s vista – or just keep an eye on the kids –

profile with the traditional look and feel of real wood – without all

neither are railings. Add design distinction and dramatic flair with

and second-story decks. Kits are designed to work exclusively

BuilderRail’s simple, strong, hammered balusters offer a crisp,

the maintenance.

the flexibility of our built-to-order curved products.

with RadianceRail or as custom order for other TimberTech railing

clean, wide-eyed window on your world.

G ATES
styles. Consult your TimberTech contractor or dealer to discuss

Shown in Cedar with metal balusters

Shown in Cedar with composite balusters

cedar

GREY

Shown in Evolutions Rail Contemporary Style in Classic Black
with metal balusters

which gate style is best for your outdoor living space.

REDWOOD

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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Lighting and

RAILing

1

DECKING: XLM in Harvest Bronze
and Walnut Grove
RAILING: RadianceRail in Coastal White with
composite balusters and DeckLites
1 – To compose a magical setting, combine
DeckLites with strategically placed candles
or other soft lighting accents.

DECKLITES

Nothing creates after-dark ambience like the warm glow of perfectly balanced
lighting. Designed to seamlessly integrate into railings, decking and steps, our
award-winning DeckLites use low-voltage, energy-efficient LED lights to let you
turn on the ultimate atmosphere and cast a soft, protective glow across steps
and surroundings.

Com p o n e n ts :
In-Deck Light

Post Cap Light

Riser Light

Accent Light

Under-Rail Light

Mounts flush to produce

Generates a subtle, inviting

Gives off a soft light for

Produces a delicate

Produces a subtle downlight

an ambient glow on the

glow around any TimberTech

safety on stairs. Available

downlight effect on posts. Typically

glow in between balusters.

deck surface. Available in

RadianceRail, RadianceRail

in Architectural Bronze.

used at transition posts or near

Light fixture hides in under-

Architectural Bronze.

Express or Ornamental Rail Post

stairs for additional safety. Available

side of the top rail.

Caps. Post Caps sold separately.

in White and Architectural Bronze.

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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F I N I S H I N G T O UCH E S

CONCEALoc and Cortex – TimberTech’s Complete Hidden Fastening Solution

CONCEALoc

®

Cortex

TOPLoc

®

™

FASCIA

DRYSPACE ™

Fencescape ™

TimberTech’s ingenious CONCEALoc hidden

Designed exclusively for TimberTech planks,

TOPLoc face and fascia fastening systems

Gives your deck a finishing touch with

The smartest, simplest way to create more

A fence is the most visible extension of a home.

fastener system is designed to combine

TimberTech Cortex provides a discrete,

come in colors to coordinate with all

various color options that coordinate with

space. Specifically designed for second-

And with FenceScape you don’t have to sacrifice

ease of installation with the sought-after

hidden fastening solution for perimeter

TimberTech boards and are designed to

TimberTech deck planks.

story decks, our DrySpace drainage system

beauty to get quality. FenceScape provides

look of a flawless, fastener-free surface.

boards and stairs.

eliminate mushrooming. Backed with a

collects and channels moisture from the

the look and feel of wood with the benefits you

Router bit to cut installed planks over joists

25-year warranty. Also available in stainless

spaces between planks – and turns the

expect from composites. There’s no painting,

and L-Brackets for perimeter boards or butt

steel for near-coastal applications.

area below into versatile, sheltered leisure

staining or sealing, and FenceScape won’t

or storage space.

split, rot, warp, crack, splinter or suffer termite

seams are available. Compatible with the

damage. Available in Mountain Cedar.

FastenMaster CONCEALoc Gun.
®

Caps

Fence Boards

Brackets

Reinforced Rail

Before

After

Riser

End Coat

Easily incorporate creative accents

Designed for use as a riser for stairs and

Designed to match all TimberTech colors,

like benches, boxes and planters.

available in matching colors for TimberTech

end coat paint serves as an aesthetic finish

deck planks.

to complete the look of exposed end cuts.

ADA Hand Rail System

BuilderBoard

Designed to work with all of the TimberTech
railing systems, this addition meets
the requirements of the Americans with

®

Secure-Mount Post
& Deck Mounting Kit
™

This kit is designed to allow TimberTech railing
installations on decks or concrete surfaces –

Posts/Post Cover

Screws

no treated 4x4 post required.

Disabilities Act. Available in White and Black.

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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Life’s better out here – let’s protect it.
TimberTech decking, railing, lighting, fencing and accessories are all crafted with strict attention to striking
a sustainable harmony between quality, design, processes and the environment.
Unlike traditional wood decking, TimberTech composite products don’t require regular application of paint,
sealers or stains. And, because composite products promise such long-lasting, low-maintenance durability,
they dramatically reduce the wasteful cycle of repair and replacement.
Our commitment to a healthier planet is evident in the following sustainability achievements:

Warranty
TimberTech products are made exclusively from technologically advanced materials designed to provide years
of use and enjoyment. TimberTech decking, railing and fencing products are covered by a 25-year limited
warranty for residential applications and a 10-year limited warranty for commercial applications. TimberTech
Earthwood Evolutions decking is covered by a 25-year residential limited fade and stain warranty. The products
are guaranteed against termites, checking, splitting, decay, rot and splintering. For a complete copy of
TimberTech is a proud member of the U.S. Green Building Council. This coalition of industry leaders works to transform the way
communities are built and strives to create a socially responsible environment that improves quality of life.

TimberTech warranties, visit timbertech.com.

TimberTech products may contribute toward green building points in NAHB Standards and LEED building programs. Builders
must consult their local certifier for point contributions.
*Based on the ISO 14000 Standards

DECKING
decking
| railing
| railing
| lighting
| lighting
| fastening
| fastening
| fencing
| fencing

timbertech.com
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D E S I G N I T Y O UR W A Y

Get started building your dream deck today
with our Color Visualizer and other helpful tools at timbertech.com

M ix a n d M at c h
It’s not just a deck. It’s your personal refuge. Make it your
own with stylish combinations of decking, railing and lighting –
available in a wide range of colors. And when it’s time to select
infills, you now have the choice of composite, metal or cable. So,
by the time you’re finished designing, your deck will truly reflect

Our Color Visualizer on timbertech.com lets you see dozens of color
combinations to discover the one that's right for you.

your distinct style.
Mix and match post, rail and baluster colors.

Choose from new infill options:

Classic or contemporary.
Practical or playful.
Understated or unexpected.
The choice – and the statement – is yours.

Product
Selector Quiz

Deck Plans
Need inspiration or direction? See

Design your dream deck online

Multimedia
Gallery

Use this quick and easy

and print real deck plans – even

with our free design tool. Add

Browse photos, videos,

online questionnaire to help

materials lists – to help jumpstart

levels, stairs and railings. Create,

reviews, articles and more –

you select the right decking,

your deck project.

change and save as many

including helpful installation

designs as you’d like.

instructions.

railing and accessories to
CABLERAIL

Deck Designer

match your lifestyle.

METAL

COMPOSITE

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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PR O D UC T S P E C S H E E T

DECKING
CATEGORY

RAILING

Earthwood Evolutions

XLM

Evolutions
Rail

TRADITIONS

RadianceRail

Radiancerail
express

Ornamental
Rail

BuilderRail

Contemporary

Builder

$$$$

$$$$

$$$

$$$$

$

$$$$

$$$

25-year

25-year

25-year

25-year

25-year

25-year

25-year

Composite,
Metal, CableRail

Metal

Composite, Metal,
CableRail

Composite

Composite

Metal

Y

Y

Y

Y

Polymer cap +
composite core

Polymer cap +
composite core

Wood-plastic
composite

Wood-plastic
composite

Tropical

Natural

Terrain

Tropical

Natural

TwinFinish

ReliaBoard

DockSider

Grooved & Solid

Grooved & Solid

Grooved & Solid

Grooved & Solid

Grooved & Solid

Grooved & Solid

Solid

Solid

Cost

$$$$

$$$

$$

$$$$$

$$$

$$

$

Warranty

25-year + 25-year
Fade & Stain

25-year + 25-year
Fade & Stain

25-year + 25-year
Fade & Stain

25-year

25-year

25-year

25-year

Profile Type

Infill

Scratch resistant

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Material

Polymer cap +
composite core

Polymer cap +
composite core

Polymer cap +
composite core

Premium PVC

Premium PVC

Wood-plastic
composite

Wood-plastic
composite

Wood-plastic
composite

Available lengths

Grooved: 12', 16', 20'
Solid: 16', 20'

Grooved: 12', 16', 20'
Solid: 16', 20'

Grooved: 12', 16', 20'
Solid: 16'

Grooved: 12', 16', 20'
Solid: 16', 20'

Grooved: 12', 16', 20'
Solid: 16', 20'

Grooved: 12', 16', 20'
Solid: 16', 20'

12', 16', 20'

12', 16', 20'

Available heights
Post cover lengths
16" on-center

16" on-center

16" on-center

16" on-center

16" on-center

16" on-center

20" on-center

Compatible with CONCEALoc

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

TOPLoc Colors

Rosewood, Teak,
Walnut

Rosewood, Walnut,
Grey

Walnut, Grey

Rosewood, Teak,
Grey, Walnut

Rosewood, Grey,
Cedar

Cedar, Grey,
Rosewood

Cedar, Grey

Cedar, Grey

End Coating Colors

Rosewood, Teak,
Walnut

Rosewood, Walnut,
Grey

Walnut, Grey

Rosewood, Teak,
Grey, Walnut

Rosewood, Grey,
Cedar

Cedar, Grey,
Rosewood

Cedar, Grey

Cedar, Grey

Grain pattern

VertiGrain

VertiGrain

VertiGrain

Flat Grain

Flat Grain

VertiGrain

Flat Grain

VertiGrain

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

1" x 5.430"

1" x 5.430"

0.94" x 5.360"

0.94" x 5.360"

1.25" x 5.5"

Matching fascia available

Y

Y

Matching riser available

Y

Y

Plank dimensions

0.94" x 5.360"

0.94" x 5.360"

Y

0.94" x 5.360"

6', 8'

6', 8'

6', 8'

6', 8'

6', 8'

6', 8'

36", 42"

36", 42"

36", 42"

36", 42"

36", 42"

36", 42"

39”, 8’

39”, 8’

39”, 8’

39”, 8'

4', 12'

4', 12'

24" on-center

Span

No pre-drilling required

Polymer cap + Polymer cap +
composite core composite core

Y

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing

Railing Infill Options:

CABLERAIL

METAL

COMPOSITE
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No Shirt,
No Shoes,
No Problems.

decking | railing | lighting | fastening | fencing
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894 Prairie Ave., Wilmington, OH 45177, timbertech.com 1.800.307.7780

High-Performance Decking.
Low-Maintenance Living.
It’s Our Passion.

© 2013 TimberTech
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